Blood pressure reactivity to mental stress is attenuated following resistance exercise in older hypertensive women
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Purpose: This study aimed to investigate the effects of resistance exercise (RE) on autonomic control and blood pressure (BP) reactivity during mental stress (MS) in treated older hypertensive women.

Methods: Ten older hypertensive women (age = 71.1±5.5 years; body mass index = 24.2±3.9; mean BP [MBP] = 85.4±3.5) underwent a protocol consisting of BP and heart rate variability (HRV) output assessments at baseline and during MS, and these measurements were taken before and 60 minutes after two bouts of RE (traditional and circuit). MS was induced through a computerized 3-minute Stroop color–word test before and 1 hour after each exercise session; BP was measured every minute during MS, and HRV was monitored as a measure of cardiac autonomic control.

Results: A significant effect of time on systolic BP (Δpre = 17.4±12.8 versus Δpost = 12.5±9.6; P=0.01), diastolic BP (Δpre = 13.7±7.1 versus Δpost = -8.8±4.5; P=0.01), and MBP (Δpre = 14.0±7.7 versus Δpost = -9.3±5.4; P<0.01) after RE was observed, with no differences between the two sessions. In addition, a significant effect of time on log-normalized low-frequency component of HRV (ms²; 5.3±0.8 pre-exercise MS versus 4.8±1.0 baseline value; P=0.023) was also observed, showing a significant change from baseline to MS before RE, but not after RE sessions. These results may be related to a lessened RE-mediated cardiac sympathetic activity during MS.

Conclusion: RE is an effective tool to reduce BP reactivity to MS, which could therefore be associated with an acute reduction in cardiovascular risk. This result presents relevant clinical implications, combining previous evidence that recommends this exercise modality as an important component of an exercise program designed for the older and hypertensive subjects.
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Introduction

Hypertension (HTN) is a growing health problem that plays an important role in the development of cardiovascular disease.1 The prevalence of HTN increases with increasing age; currently, more than half of older individuals are affected.2 Moreover, although blood pressure (BP) is typically lower in women, postmenopausal women have a higher prevalence of HTN when compared with age-matched men.3 The management of HTN in older individuals is clearly relevant given that its prevalence and related complications are expected to increase with aging population, especially in older women. Various lifestyle modifications have been demonstrated to positively influence BP and thus is thought to be the first-line treatment.1 In particular, physical exercise is an effective treatment strategy for individuals with HTN.4
Hypertensive patients, as well as the general population, are exposed to mental and psychological stress in day-to-day life, imposing an increased load on the cardiovascular system. Specifically, BP rise to a given stress stimulus in relation to baseline values has been referred to as BP reactivity. An augmented BP response to mental stress (MS) has been reported to be associated with future HTN development and to predict carotid atherosclerosis in women. Moreover, during MS, individuals with HTN have higher BP values when compared with their age-matched normotensive counterparts and have impaired endothelial-dependent vasodilation. These findings indicate that hypertensive subjects are at an increased risk of cardiovascular events and have greater susceptibility to vascular damage when exposed to frequent stressful situations.

Importantly, several reports have shown that the BP response to MS is attenuated after a single session of aerobic exercise (the rhythmic contraction and relaxation of large muscle groups over a prolonged time) in healthy subjects. Furthermore, these findings have been extended to individuals with metabolic syndrome and to patients with HTN, which has important clinical implications. In addition, it has been demonstrated that exercise promotes a reduction in vascular reactivity among individuals with a family history of HTN. Few studies have been conducted to elucidate mechanisms associated with the acute reduction in BP reactivity after exercise. In this regard, Brownley et al suggested that reduced BP reactivity to MS after an aerobic exercise session is associated with a decrease in sympathetic drive, whereas Ebbesen et al observed the maintenance of catecholamine levels in response to MS. The mechanisms underlying attenuated BP responses to MS following a single bout of exercise require further exploration.

In fact, most physical activity guidelines for hypertensive individuals traditionally recommend aerobic activities such as cycling, walking, and jogging. However, in addition to the well-documented positive effects of resistance training on muscle mass, strength, and function, more recent studies support many benefits of this training modality on cardiovascular health, such as positive changes in cardiovascular system structure and function and reduction in resting BP. In addition, a single session of resistance exercise (RE) may be effective in reducing BP levels below resting levels. Thus, RE has been used as an important component of physical activity programs for BP control. However, little is known regarding the effect of a single bout of RE on BP reactivity to MS. In studies on RE among hypertensive subjects, exercise sessions are typically implemented using either a traditional (TR) multiple-set or a circuit-based (CI) regimen. Thus, in addition to examining the effects of RE on BP reactivity to MS, it would be informative to compare both the TR and CI approaches. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to investigate the acute effects of TR and CI RE sessions on BP reactivity to MS in treated older hypertensive women. Autonomic control was also examined in an effort to elucidate potential mechanisms. Based on the literature, the hypothesis that both these RE arrangements would acutely attenuate BP reactivity to MS and thus provide additional support for exercise recommendation was raised.

Methods
Study design
In order to examine the acute effects of different RE modes on BP reactivity and autonomic modulation in older hypertensive women, each volunteer underwent six visits to the laboratory. During the first visit, the subjects completed face-to-face questionnaires addressing their medical history and lifestyle habits. Resting BP was measured by using an oscillometric device (Microlife BP 3AC1-1; Microlife USA Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) at least two times, after 5 minutes of seated rest and with an interval of 5 minutes between readings. If a difference >5 mmHg was noted between readings, a third measurement was taken with the mean value considered for subsequent analyses. Then, the subjects proceeded to anthropometric measures and familiarization to RE sessions. During the second laboratory visit, resting BP measurements were repeated, and the subjects were further familiarized to the RE sessions. Load determinations were conducted and adjusted up to fourth laboratory visit. Visits 5 and 6 consisted of the TR or CI RE sessions, which were performed in a randomized order. BP and heart rate variability (HRV) responses to MS were evaluated before and after 60 minutes of the RE sessions. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic overview from the experimental sessions.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental sessions.
Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; HRV, heart rate variability; RE, resistance exercise.
Subjects
Volunteers were older hypertensive women recruited through flyers, banners, phone calls, and visits to centers of leisure for older adults, hospitals, and churches. In total, 71 subjects were eligible to participate in the present study. The exclusion criteria were as follows: subjects taking hormonal therapy; those with a history of metabolic, neurologic, or cardiovascular diseases other than HTN; those with a history of cardiovascular events; subjects with physical limitations; those with nontreated HTN (ie, systolic BP [SBP] and diastolic BP [DBP] <140/90 mmHg, respectively); subjects with obesity (body mass index ≥30.0); and subjects taking adrenergic inhibitors or nondihydropyridinic calcium channel blockers. After exclusion ten subjects (age =71±5.5 years; height =1.5±0.1 m; weight =56.1±9.8 kg) participated in this study (six subjects were taking dihydropyridinic calcium channel blockers, six subjects were taking diuretics, and seven subjects were taking angiotensin II receptor blockers). Experimental procedures were in line with the Declaration of Helsinki principles and were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Brasília. All the participants signed an informed consent containing the objectives and procedures as well as possible risks and benefits related to the study. Table 1 presents the subject characteristics, and Figure 2 presents a volunteer recruitment flowchart.

RE load assessment and familiarization
Exercise loads were assessed over seven REs (ie, seated leg press, seated row, leg extension, seated chest press, leg curl, shoulder abduction, and seated calf raises) by using the perceived effort Omnibus Resistance Exercise Scale (OMNI-RES), according to the procedures described elsewhere. The rationale of this approach to set the appropriate load used in exercises is that it is an easy, effective, and time-saving procedure supported by a previous research on RE for older adults. In addition, it also has a practical application for professionals prescribing RE for older adults, as this may be used instead of one repetition maximum or other strength tests.

Except for shoulder abduction that was implemented using dumbbells, all REs were conducted using machines (Rotech Fitness Equipment, Goiania, Brazil). The subjects performed one repetition on each exercise and rated on the scale whether the perceived load was “somewhat easy.” If so, the volunteers proceeded to the next exercise; otherwise, the load was adjusted and another repetition was performed after 1 minute of rest, repeating this procedure until the subjects rated the perceived effort as “somewhat easy” for one repetition. It has been demonstrated that one repetition rated “somewhat easy” in OMNI-RES is ~60% of one maximum repetition. This load was selected in order to follow RE recommendations for older and hypertensive individuals and thereby induce positive neuromuscular and cardiovascular adaptations. A print copy of the OMNI-RES was fixed on each exercise machine and was visible to the subjects all the time. As anchoring procedures, the subjects were instructed to create a cognitive visual link using the scale and their memory of muscular efforts.

Table 1 Subject characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>71.1±5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.5±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>56.1±9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.2±3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>119.3±4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>68.5±5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>85.4±3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (bpm)</td>
<td>69.9±9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: n=71.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; MBP, mean blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 2 Flowchart of sample recruitment and selection.
Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index.
load values of the RE machines were covered in order to avoid their influence on the perception of subjects.

After exercise load assessment, the volunteers were familiarized to TR or CI RE sessions. They performed one set of 12 repetitions at 50% of the estimated exercise load at Session 1; two sets of 12 repetitions at 60% of the estimated exercise load at Session 2; two sets of 12 repetitions at 70% of the estimated exercise load at Session 3; and three sets of 12 repetitions at 80% of the estimated exercise load at Session 4. Familiarization TR and CI sessions were separated by 48–72 hours and were performed in a randomized order determined by a statistical software (Decision Analyst STATSTM 2.0, Arlington, VA, USA).

It was previously demonstrated that memory anchoring was equal to exercise anchoring alone or exercise–memory anchoring on reliability ratings of perceived exertion after RE.27 Moreover, OMNI-RES applicability was demonstrated in previous studies on older individuals (concurrent and construct validity values in comparison with Borg Scale ranging from 0.79 to 0.91 and 0.94 to 0.97, respectively),28 was recently validated to CI RE arrangement (significant correlation with blood lactate; \( r = 0.56 \)), and has been shown to be an adequate instrument to manipulate and quantify effort intensity on RE in older women.27,29

**RE sessions**

In the TR session, the volunteers performed three sets of 12 repetitions for each of the aforementioned exercises, with 1-minute intervals between the sets and exercises. The CI session was performed in 3 laps, consisting of the same exercises, with one set being conducted for each lap, 30-second intervals between exercises and 1 minute between laps. Exercise order and loads were identical for both the arrangements. Immediately after each session, 200 mL of water was given to the subjects. Thirty minutes after completing the RE sessions, the subjects were presented with an adapted scale of perceived exertion used to quantitate the intensity of RE sessions, following the procedures described elsewhere.30 The volunteers were instructed to avoid alcohol and caffeine and not to perform vigorous physical activity during the 24 hours before the experimental sessions. They were also asked to have a light meal 2 hours before each RE session and to maintain their habitual antihypertensive medication routine.

The REs were performed in the following order: seated leg press, seated row, leg extension, chest press, leg curl, shoulder abduction, and seated calf raises. Both the TR and CI sessions were performed in a randomized order at the same time of the morning (between 8 and 11 am) and were separated by 48–72 hours.

**MS**

MS tasks were induced by using a computerized version of the Stroop color–word test and was administrated individually to each participant over a 3-minute period.31 Briefly, the study procedure included a slide presentation on a monitor placed in front of the participants. Each slide lasted –1 second with the names of colors (ie, “blue,” “yellow,” and “red”) being displayed in different colors from that denoted by the name. The volunteers were instructed to report the color of the letters of the word, as fast as possible, and not the written word. Continuous auditory conflict (a taped voice saying different color names in a headphone) was provided during the test to ensure stress induction, and the recordings were obtained in a temperature-controlled, noise-free room.

The BP was measured by using a mercury-column sphygmomanometer immediately before and at the end of each minute during the test. All of the BP measures were taken by a single trained professional. Within-subjects coefficient of variation for the used device was 6.0% and 5.7% for SBP and DBP, respectively. The standard auscultatory method was tested against the automated and previously validated oscillometric method (Microlife BP 3AC1-1). Another sample of 30 independent individuals of both genders rested for 10 minutes, and their BPs were randomly measured by using both the auscultatory and oscillometric methods, the latter conducted by another blinded evaluator. Correlations between the methods were \( r = 0.90 \) (\( P < 0.001 \)) for SBP and \( r = 0.92 \) (\( P < 0.001 \)) for DBP. Furthermore, agreement between these methods was evaluated by using the Bland–Altman method. Mean differences were 3.9 mmHg (20.2–12.4 mmHg) and 3.4 mmHg (10.5–17.3 mmHg) for SBP and DBP, respectively.

Immediately after the slide presentation, the individuals were asked to report their perceived stress using the following scores: 0= not stressful; 1= slightly stressful; 2= stressful; 3= very stressful; and 4= extremely stressful.11

**HRV**

HRV was used to assess autonomic control and was measured by using a cardiac monitor (RS800CX model; Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland), according to the specifications published previously.32 Briefly, the subjects wore a heart rate sensor attached to a strap and remained resting in the seated position for 10 minutes with spontaneous breathing prior to pre- and postexercise stress induction. A 5-minute reading was taken before exercise, with the last 3 minutes used for subsequent analyses. HRV was measured during MS both before and after RE sessions. Linear frequency- and time-domain analyses, as well as nonlinear measures of sample entropy (SampEn) were performed by using Kubios...
HRV 2.2 software (Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, Joensuu, Finland). Time-domain HRV was expressed as the square root of the mean-squared differences of successive R-R intervals (RMSSD), whereas frequency-domain HRV was assessed by using autoregressive spectral analysis (model order = 16), with HRV decomposed in a low-frequency (LF) band (0.04–0.15 Hz) and a high-frequency (HF) band (0.15–0.4 Hz). The LF/HF ratio of HRV was used as an indicator of sympathovagal balance. Spectral power bands are presented in both absolute (ms²) and normalized units (nu).

Statistical analyses
Reliability of loads determined with OMNI-RES was measured by intraclass correlation coefficient (Cronbach’s α, 95% confidence interval [CI]). Baseline hemodynamic and autonomic variables prior to RE sessions were compared using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 2 (session: TR, CI) × 2 (time: pre-RE, post-RE) design for BP response to MS and a 2 (session: TR, CI) × 3 (time: baseline, during MS pre-RE, during MS post-RE) design for HRV. In addition, the repeated measures ANOVA was performed also to verify BP responses to MS before exercise (2 [session: TR, CI] × 2 [BP immediately before MS, BP peak during MS]) and individual perceived stress before and after exercise (2 [session: TR, CI] × 2 [time: pre-RE, post-RE]). All the data were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), otherwise noted. Statistical analyses were performed by using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version 20.0), with a significance level at P<0.05.

Results
Intraclass correlation coefficients (Cronbach’s α, 95% CI) for loads determined by OMNI-RES demonstrated r values of 0.92 (seated leg press), 0.93 (seated row), 0.98 (leg extension), 0.97 (chest press), 0.87 (leg curl), 0.93 (shoulder abduction), and 0.98 (plantar flexion). No differences in hemodynamic or autonomic variables were observed between RE sessions at baseline or 60 minutes after exercise (Table 2).

Perceived stress induced by Stroop color–word test did not differ within or between experimental sessions at any time (1.7±0.9 and 1.9±0.9 pre- and post-TR sessions, respectively; and 1.8±0.8 and 1.7±0.8 pre- and post-CI sessions, respectively; session: P=0.726; time: P=0.726; interaction: P=0.081). Repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant raise in SBP, DBP, and mean BP (MBP; all P<0.01) during MS before both the RE sessions, showing that the Stroop color–word test as an appropriate stressful tool, with no differences between the sessions.

Figure 3 presents BP responses immediately before and at each minute of MS (Panels A, C, and E) as well as peak stress-induced BP increases (Panels B, D, and F) both pre- and post-RE sessions. A significant effect of time on SBP (17.4±12.8 Δpre versus 12.5±9.6 Δpost; P=0.01), DBP (13.7±7.1 Δpre versus 8.8±4.5 Δpost; P=0.01), and MBP (14.0±7.7 Δpre versus 9.3±5.4 Δpost; P<0.01) was observed. However, no significant interaction was observed, indicating that the RE approaches equally attenuated BP responses to MS. It was noted that BP readings immediately before the Stroop task did not differ when comparing pre- and post-RE conditions combined, nor between the experimental sessions (ie, TR versus CI).

A significant effect of time on LF (nu; 76.8±15.0 pre-exercise MS versus 61.4±19.7 baseline value; P=0.032; and 79.1±9.5 postexercise MS versus 61.4±19.7 baseline value; P=0.011), HF (nu; 22.9±15.1 pre-exercise MS versus 38.5±19.7 baseline value; P=0.032; and 20.8±9.4 postexercise...
Figure 3. Time course for SBP, DBP, and MBP responses and their changes (SBP, Panels A and B; DBP, Panels C and D; and MBP, Panels E and F) during MS before and 60 min after TR and CI RE sessions.

Note: Values are mean ± standard error of mean.

Abbreviations: CI, circuit-based; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; MBP, mean blood pressure; MS, mental stress; RE, resistance exercise; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SD, standard deviation; TR, traditional.
Discussion

The acute effects of aerobic exercise on BP reactivity to MS have been extensively studied.\textsuperscript{11,12} However, although RE has been recommended for older hypertensive individuals, it is unknown whether this mode of exercise can provide similar benefits on the response to MS. The responses of different RE methods to BP reactivity would also be of interest, as TR and CI methods have been commonly used in RE studies for hypertensive individuals.\textsuperscript{21,22} The main findings of the present study provide the novel insight that both TR and CI RE sessions attenuate BP reactivity to MS in older hypertensive women, with no different effects between the sessions. These observations were followed by a reduction in sympathetic neural activity as evaluated by using HRV during MS, which might in part explain the attenuated BP response. These results have potential relevant clinical significance and extend previous evidence that recommends RE as an important component of physical activity programs designed for older hypertensive subjects.\textsuperscript{19}

The results from the present study corroborate previous studies that demonstrated that a single session of aerobic exercise attenuates BP responses to MS.\textsuperscript{11,12} It was observed that reductions in BP reactivity were similar to those reported in a meta-analysis by Hamer et al.\textsuperscript{13} These authors reported mean reductions of 3.0 and 3.9 mmHg for SBP and DBP, respectively, following aerobic exercise sessions. The present results similarly indicated reductions of 3.5 (SBP) and 4.0 mmHg (DBP) following TR RE sessions and 6.4 (SBP) and 5.9 mmHg (DBP) after CI RE sessions, but with no significant differences between them. To the authors’ knowledge, only one study by Moreira et al\textsuperscript{23} that included RE as part of a concurrent session designed in a CI manner reported an attenuated BP response to a cold pressor test following exercise; however, the BP rise in vascular tests in response to cold pressor testing occurred by different mechanisms from that elicited by Stroop color–word test, and these results may not occur if other stressors were employed. The present observations expand previous findings and suggest that RE per se could diminish the BP response to MS in older hypertensive women.

No differences in postexercise BP responses were observed between TR and CI even though these two approaches had equivalent loads and volume. In addition, the ratings of perceived exertion did not differ between the

### Table 3: Mean ± SD of HRV components at baseline and during MS by Stroop task performed pre- and post-TR RE session and pre- and post-CI RE session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>LF (nu)</th>
<th>ln LF (ms(^2))</th>
<th>ln HF (ms(^2))</th>
<th>HF (nu)</th>
<th>LF/HF</th>
<th>RMSSD</th>
<th>SampEn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline</strong></td>
<td>5.4±0.8</td>
<td>4.4±0.6</td>
<td>3.7±0.5</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>15.1±5.5</td>
<td>1.62±0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS pre-exercise</strong></td>
<td>5.4±0.8</td>
<td>4.4±0.6</td>
<td>3.7±0.5</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>15.1±5.5</td>
<td>1.62±0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CI</strong></td>
<td>4.7±0.9</td>
<td>6.0±1.9</td>
<td>4.2±0.8</td>
<td>3.9±0.7</td>
<td>14.5±5.8</td>
<td>1.54±0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS postexercise</strong></td>
<td>5.4±0.9</td>
<td>7.0±1.9</td>
<td>4.0±0.5</td>
<td>1.3±0.7</td>
<td>13.4±4.5</td>
<td>1.26±0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction</strong></td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P (ANOVA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *Significant effect of time (P<0.05).*

**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; CI, circuit-based; HF, high frequency; HRV, heart rate variability; LF, low frequency; ln, logarithmic normalization; MS, mental stress; nu, normalized units; RE, resistance exercise; RMSSD, square root of the mean-squared differences of successive R-R intervals; SampEn, sample entropy; SD, standard deviation; TR, traditional.
two approaches to RE (3.7±1.1 for TR and 3.4±1.2 for CI; P=0.193). CI RE has become a popular method for older adults and has been suggested to be advantageous, given its dynamic and time-saving nature. In fact, the CI session was accomplished in approximately two-thirds of the time required for the TR session (29.9±0.8 minutes for TR and 20.2±0.8 minutes for CI). Therefore, it can be argued that the CI approach is an equally effective and more efficient RE method for older hypertensive women as it promotes similar attenuation in BP reactivity when compared with TR, but it is completed in a shorter duration. In addition to the potential advantages when considering adherence, faster completion of CI might help to facilitate other modes such as aerobic and flexibility exercises in a typical exercise session.

In the present study, attenuation in BP reactivity might partially be explained by an acute RE-induced lessening in sympathetic activity during MS. This was supported by an absence of response from LF spectral band (ms²) during MS post-RE relative to baseline, while a significant rise in this frequency band was evident during MS before exercise. The results from the present study were in agreement with the observations of Brownley et al, who showed that diminished sympathetic reactivity (reductions in norepinephrine and a rise in pre-ejection period) was responsible for up to 64% of the attenuation found in MBP during MS after a bout of aerobic exercise. However, previous reports regarding catecholamine levels and BP reactivity after dynamic exercise are controversial. Péronnet et al reported a reduction in epinephrine levels after exercise during an MS test that was not accompanied by reductions in BP reactivity; Ebbesen et al found the opposite results, showing a reduction in BP reactivity to MS and a maintenance of circulating catecholamines.

It is possible that the attenuated BP response observed during MS post-RE could also be mediated, in part, by a vasodilator response. This is supported by the findings of West et al, who demonstrated a reduction in peripheral vascular resistance following a bout of exercise together with a reduction in BP reactivity to stress. In addition, the results of Brownley et al corroborate this hypothesis. They reported a significant rise in β-2 adrenergic responsiveness after performing an exercise bout, which is demonstrated by a reduction in isoproterenol vasodilator dose necessary to diminish peripheral vascular resistance by 50%, suggesting that an adrenergic-mediated (β-2) vasodilation is one of the mechanisms responsible for BP attenuation during stress after exercise. Nonetheless, this concept is challenged by previous studies reporting that reductions in stroke volume and cardiac output but not peripheral vascular resistance are responsible for a diminished BP response to MS following exercise. The present results extend the previous studies supporting cardiovascular benefits of RE. It was observed that RE may reduce the sympathetic response to stress, limiting individual exposure to high levels of sympathetic activity. It was noted that high levels of sympathetic activity reflected by HRV are associated with a variety of adverse cardiovascular conditions including myocardial infarction, transient myocardial ischemia, congestive heart failure, and mortality. In addition, as stated by Hamer et al repeated, cumulative bouts of exercise are associated with cardiovascular health benefits, in part through its effect on lowering BP response to MS. This is important given that individuals who exhibit high BP responses to MS may be at a risk of developing diseases such as HTN, silent cerebrovascular disease, stroke, cardiovascular mortality, and transient endothelial dysfunction.

Volunteers enrolled in this investigation were older women who had HTN, two conditions associated with a high cardiovascular risk. Older adults, for example, showed a high SBP reactivity to stress when compared to young. As demonstrated by Everson et al, each 1 mmHg rise in SBP during a stressful situation corresponded to an 1% rise in stroke risk in an 11-year prospective study. Similarly, Carroll et al observed that every 1 SD rise in SBP reactivity during stress was associated with a 3% elevation in cardiovascular mortality among 431 individuals followed up for 16 years. The present results may also have clinical significance for hypertensive individuals, as their conditions already represent an elevated cardiovascular risk that could be minimized by regular REs. Thus, the results of the present study supported guidelines from professional organizations regarding RE for older adults and for the management of HTN.

Pre-exercise BP levels were not diminished after 60 minutes of exercise in the present study, indicating the absence of postexercise hypotension. Despite evidence regarding the occurrence of post-RE hypotension in older and hypertensive individuals, it is important to consider that the magnitude of BP changes in the postexercise period may directly be associated with higher pre-exercise BP levels, which was not the case in the present sample. Moreover, as suggested by West et al and observed in previous reports, anticipation of the upcoming stress test may prevent any significant BP reductions after exercise. The present results showed that even in the absence of postexercise hypotension, performing a single bout of RE may reduce cardiovascular risk by minimizing BP and sympathetic responses to stressful situations.

A lack of information exists concerning the effects of RE on BP response to a MS. The present study reported for the first
time that RE can be used as a coping strategy to attenuate BP response to an MS test. Significant reductions in SBP, DBP, and MBP were shown after performing TR and CI sessions of RE, with no difference between the methods. The sessions were prescribed with volume and intensity commonly used in RE programs designed for older subjects (three sets with an intensity corresponding to a “somewhat easy” load on the OMNI-RES, a time-saving, efficient, and safe strategy on load determination). These findings were relevant considering the health risks associated with a hyperreactive BP response, showing that RE should be performed even in the absence of postexercise hypotension. This is important for hypertensive individuals, who present an elevated cardiovascular risk compared with their normotensive counterparts.

Limitations
The present study has several limitations. For example, HRV is an indirect measure of autonomic nervous activity that may not be sensitive enough to reflect changes in autonomic modulation during MS. However, a series of previous studies employed HRV as a measure of cardiac autonomic control during MS, and the results from the present study suggested a well-characterized response of sympathetic activation during stress. Furthermore, the volunteers were women with well-controlled HTN, and thus, the present observations cannot necessarily be extrapolated to those with uncontrolled HTN and to men. Future studies should be conducted in this regard.

Conclusion
The findings from the present study suggested that both TR and CI RE sessions acutely attenuate BP responses to MS in older hypertensive women, with no differences between the two approaches. These responses may partially be explained by the reduced sympathetic response during MS after exercise. These results have clinical implications in that they reinforce previous evidence that recommends RE as an important component of physical activity programs designed for older hypertensive subjects.
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